GENERAL DESCRIPTION

OCM, Inc. 75BRTAPE is a general purpose butyl tape that is supplied in 50ft rolls of 3/4” wide X 1/8” thick and is suitable for use in adhering ADEKA ULTRAASEAL® waterstop products to concrete.

You can use the 75BRTAPE butyl tape to attach on horizontal planes, vertical planes, or overhead. Check to make sure the product is firmly adhered before placing concrete. Use the 75BRTAPE butyl tape to attach ADEKA KBA-1510FP or MC2005T for pipe penetrations. It can be used to attach around the block out and/or around the pipe.

OCM, Inc. 75BRTAPE can be used to attach KBA-1510FP on precast applications as well. MC2005T is not suitable for precast. MC2005T is designed for CIP use only.

OCM, Inc. 75BRTAPE can also be used as an adhesive for most MC2010MN and KM3030M applications. Please contact OCM Inc. for application questions.

BASIC USE

OCM, Inc. 75BRTAPE can be used to adhere the following ADEKA products to concrete in vertical, horizontal, or overhead applications. 75BRTAPE can be used with:

- MC2010MN
- MC2005T
- KBA1510FP
- KM3030M

INSTALLATION

1. Press the 75BRTAPE onto the substrate and remove the release paper.
2. Press the appropriate ADEKA product very firmly onto the Butyl tape.
3. Check for any gaps between the product and the substrate.
4. If gaps are present, fill the gaps using ADEKA P-201 applied to the side of the strip.
5. Use ADEKA P-201 on concrete joints and on side-by-side splice joints as usual.
6. You can place concrete immediately no waiting for curing time.